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ABSTRACT

Background The identification and articulation of programme theory can support effective design, execution and evaluation of quality improvement (QI) initiatives. Programme theory includes an agreed aim, potential interventions to achieve this aim, anticipated cause/effect relationships between the interventions and the aim and measures to monitor improvement. This paper outlines the approach used in a research and improvement programme to support QI initiatives in identifying and articulating programme theory: the action effect method.

Background to method development Building on a previously used QI method, the driver diagram, the action effect method was developed using co-design and iteration over four annual rounds of improvement initiatives. This resulted in a specification of the elements required to fully articulate the programme theory of a QI initiative.

The action effect method The action effect method is a systematic and structured process to identify and articulate a QI initiative’s programme theory. The method connects potential interventions and implementation activities with an overall improvement aim through a diagrammatic representation of hypothesised and evidenced cause/effect relationships. Measure concepts, in terms of service delivery and patient and system outcomes, are identified to support evaluation.

Discussion and conclusions The action effect method provides a framework to guide the execution and evaluation of a QI initiative, a focal point for other QI methods and a communication tool to engage stakeholders. A clear definition of what constitutes a well-articulated programme theory is provided to guide the use of the method and assessment of the fidelity of its application.

INTRODUCTION

Need for theory in quality improvement
The number of quality improvement (QI) initiatives is increasing in an attempt to improve quality of care and reduce unwarranted variation. It is essential to understand the effectiveness of these initiatives; however, they commonly lack underlying theory linking a change to its intended outcome, which inhibits the ability to demonstrate causality and hinders widespread uptake.1–3

Programme theory is used to describe an intervention and its anticipated effects and is critical to support both high-quality evaluation and the development of interventions and implementation plans.3–6 Development of programme theory can provide a means to tackle common social challenges of QI such as creating a shared strategic aim and increasing acceptance of interventions.7

While QI methods for the identification and articulation of theory and causal relationships exist,8 9 there has been little study of their application in practice in healthcare settings. This paper describes the approach developed by the National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) Collaboration for Leadership in Applied Health Research and Care (CLAHRC) Northwest London (NWL) to identify and articulate programme theory, the action effect method (AEM).

NIHR CLAHRC for NWL
The NIHR in the UK commissioned regional research programmes, the CLAHRCs, to support systematic and effective translation of evidence into practice, aiming to improve quality of care and outcomes for patients.10 CLAHRC NWL

CrossMark

adopted an approach using a suite of QI methods to support a range of research and improvement initiatives across the region, driven by an overarching research agenda to investigate the application and impact of QI methods in healthcare. In delivering this programme, CLAHRC NWL developed extensive first-hand experience of supporting initiatives to develop programme theory in diagrammatic form.

BACKGROUND TO METHOD DEVELOPMENT

The AEM was developed using co-design through four iterations that took place over four annual rounds of improvement initiatives, building on driver diagrams. In total, 43 unique programme theory diagrams (driver diagrams and action effect diagrams (AEDs)) were produced over this time, each for a specific improvement initiative and setting.

During the early phase of CLAHRC NWL, teams used the driver diagram approach (22 diagrams produced in years 1 and 2 collectively). Driver diagrams are intended to offer an easy-to-read and digestible theory of improvement for an initiative. It was observed, however, that teams struggled to work collaboratively to produce useful theory and perceived diagram construction as low value. Best-practice examples of driver diagrams were provided by expert facilitators, but it became evident that there was limited published guidance on what constituted a ‘good’ diagram, the purpose of such diagrams and how individual components were defined. The driver diagrams produced in practice were of limited value as programme theory, which resulted in time delays and reworks to identify suitable metrics and develop evaluation plans (personal communication; Huckvale K, Woodcock T, Poos A, 2014).

To overcome these challenges, a more systematic approach was developed, describing the components of the diagram and how it can be used consistently to clearly articulate programme theory. The term ‘driver’ was often deemed confusing by improvement initiative team members, associating the term with strategic influences such as financial and political motivations rather than the actions that could be undertaken by the initiative. In the new approach, the programme theory diagram was named the Action Effect Diagram to more accurately signify its purpose. This approach retains the benefits of the driver diagram visual layout and clearly specifies the necessary programme theory features and their representation in diagrammatic fashion.

The new approach, the Action Effect Method, has been applied in the later phase of CLAHRC NWL QI initiatives (21 diagrams produced in years 3 and 4 collectively), as well as national and regional QI initiatives in England, Scotland and Australia.

THE AEM

What is the AEM?

The AEM is a facilitated approach to developing an AED, a visual representation of the programme theory for a QI initiative. Programme theory, in the context of improvement initiatives, is defined as the articulation of an overall aim, potential intervention(s) that will be tested in an attempt to achieve this aim, hypothesised cause/effect relationships linking intervention(s) to the aim and measure concepts that link to the cause/effect chains to support evaluation. The AEM initially engages members of a QI initiative in a group session to share their individual perspectives and aspirations for the project to develop a shared aim and identify factors contributing to that aim. The diagram produced in this initial session is developed into a full programme theory diagram as details of the initiative are discussed and agreed. This programme theory may be contributed to further as the initiative develops over time.

Through this articulation of programme theory, the AEM acts as a multipurpose methodology for practitioners and researchers; it supports the design and execution of QI initiatives as part of a suite of QI methods, highlights existing evidence where available and informs related evaluation activities.

Diagram overview

The diagram consists of an aim, factors, cause/effect arrows, measure concepts and evidence annotations. Factors are categorised into contributing factors, interventions and implementation activities. The aim sits to the left of the diagram, and intervention(s) and implementation activities to the right (definitions are provided below and in table 1). Cause/effect chains, made up of factors linked by arrows, indicate how actions could result in the intended effect and, ultimately, improvement(s). Because the aim is on the left-hand side of the diagram, the arrows always point from right to left to indicate cause and effect (figure 1). An example of an AED is presented in figures 2 and 3 based on a CLAHRC NWL chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) QI initiative. Figure 2 represents the initial diagram produced by the QI team, and figure 3 represents the revised diagram prepared retrospectively at the end of the initiative, incorporating learning gained throughout the initiative. Selected examples are given in box 1 to provide further explanation of the diagram’s features and share our practical experience regarding how to construct a high-quality programme theory diagram. Further examples are given in online supplementary appendix 1.

Reading from either side, the diagram reflects answers to the questions posed in the model for improvement. From left to right, the diagram answers the question, ‘What changes can we make that will result in an improvement?’. From right to left, the diagram answers, ‘What are we trying to accomplish?’. Both questions are key elements of constructing and interpreting the AED.
As a consequence of the cause/effect direction, factors represented on an AED will move from those under direct control on the right of a diagram (e.g. an intervention or implementation activity that is directly actionable by a member of the improvement initiative such as training staff), through those that are under direct influence (e.g. by training staff you have direct influence over patients being taught correct inhaler technique), to those that are only under indirect influence (e.g. patients’ self-management overall or quality of care for patients will be influenced by many factors, only some of which are under direct influence of the QI initiative).

The resulting diagram should clearly represent the rationale and intention of a QI initiative and be sufficiently comprehensive and detailed for a non-expert stakeholder to interpret readily. Additionally, the AED has explicit connectivity to other QI methods to support their systematic use as a suite of methods rather than individual activities (table 2).9 19–21

Figure 1  Schematic action effect diagram: guide to interpreting the components and overall structure of a typical action effect diagram.
The aim
At the far left of the diagram, the aim describes the overall objective of the improvement effort and provides the central focus for cause/effect chains to converge. The aim should be of sufficient detail and specificity to guide the improvement initiative and subsequent evaluation efforts, should be patient-centred and should represent the most specific aspiration that all members of the initiative can agree on. Using this method, interventions and measure concepts should not be included in the aim.

Placement on the left is deliberate, using the natural tendency in readers of Western languages to read from left to right to encourage an initial focus on the aim rather than potential solution(s).

Contributing factors
Contributing factors are boxes representing the logical steps required to connect the interventions and the aim, that is, they are caused by the intervention(s) and the achievement of the aim is caused by them. They indicate how the intervention(s) are intended to collectively cause the aim to be achieved. For clarity and objectivity, factors should not include measure concepts or verbs indicating aspiration (e.g. to reduce, to improve).

Factors in the first column, those directly influencing the overall aim, are referred to as major contributing factors. Major here refers to the first (major) division of the aim into things (factors) that contribute to its achievement rather than to their relative importance. They represent a hypothesis: improvements across all major contributing factors are sufficient to achieve the overall aim. Major contributing factors should be of a similar type to one another, or form a logical group, to support review of the programme theory and assessment of missing factors.

Interventions and implementation activities
Interventions and implementation activities specify changes to care delivery and associated activities. AEM distinguishes an intervention as a change to service delivery that is intended to become routine. This may represent new practice, modifications to current service delivery or the desire to improve consistency of delivery of current service provision.

Distinctions between contributing factors, interventions and implementation activities may be subjective, with the specific needs of an initiative shaping the perceived focus. The definition of an intervention can therefore be problematic, particularly as initiatives spread to different settings and local adaptations are made. The articulation of programme theory is an important step to support intervention definition and clarification of interactions with other factors that influence the overall aim. This also supports reproducibility and transferability of interventions between healthcare settings. To facilitate communication, ‘highlighting’ boxes may be added to an AED, surrounding a group of factors that all influence another factor or to signify a collection of factors that make up an intervention (figure 3).

Importantly, given the complex nature of improvement in healthcare and the difficulty of predicting improvements across all major contributing factors are sufficient to achieve the overall aim. Major contributing factors should be of a similar type to one another, or form a logical group, to support review of the programme theory and assessment of missing factors.

Figure 2  Example action effect diagram for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) constructed at the start of a Collaboration for Leadership in Applied Health Research and Care Northwest London improvement initiative (before implementation commenced). The diagram depicts the initial programme theory proposed for how the implementation of a care bundle will contribute to the overall aim of improved care for patients with COPD.
what will work in advance, interventions and implementation activities are not final solutions but ideas to be tested and iteratively modified as feedback is received on their effectiveness. This connects the AED to plan-do-study-act cycle methodology (table 2). The impact of this iterative development can be seen in the difference between AED produced at the outset and at the end of a QI initiative (figures 2 and 3). The interventions and implementation activities referred to on the AED, and their development over time, require detailed description in supporting documents in order to be reproducible and support transfer of knowledge.

Cause/effect chains
Interventions are connected (with arrows) through the contributing factors to the overall aim forming cause/effect chains. There may be any number of factors in a cause/effect chain. The ordering of factors on the diagram is determined by its position in the cause-and-effect chain(s) that link it to the aim and not by an assessment of its importance. The AED does not draw any conclusions about the relative importance of each factor but can be used in structuring information to support evaluation of relative importance and impact of different factors.

We have developed an aid to support vertical alignment of factors in the diagram once cause/effect chains have been established (see online supplementary appendix 1 example 12). This guidance is only one of potentially several ways to aid the organisation of factors.

The AED is intended to be a live document with iterations or additions made throughout an improvement initiative. Missing contributing factors or substantial new evidence (e.g. publication of guidelines, systematic reviews) identified during an initiative should be added or amended on the AED. When making changes, users need to consider the influence on evaluation; this may involve decisions in the planning stage as to any factors that will not change to support rigorous evaluation.

Figure 3 Example action effect diagram for a chronic obstructive pulmonary disease improvement initiative constructed retrospectively at the end of the initiative. The diagram depicts the programme theory for how the implementation of a care bundle was enacted, drawing on learning held at the end of the initiative. COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; CNS, Clinical Nurse Specialist; GP, general practitioner; PR, pulmonary rehabilitation.
Evidence, predictions, assumptions and measures

In essence, the cause/effect chains represent the notion that improving against a particular factor will cause improvement against another factor or achievement of the overall aim. The justification for each connection in a cause/effect chain may be based on existing evidence, predictions or assumptions. Predictions may be based on local ideas or on explicit theories of change.26–29 Predictive cause/effect relationships in the diagram can be identified as those that include measure concepts annotated on each box. Assumed cause/effect relationships are defined as pairs of factors where at least one of the pairs is not measured (thereby limiting the ability to assess cause/effect relationships). Evidenced cause/effect relationships can be annotated to distinguish them from assumed or predicted relationships, for example, in figure 3 we use dotted lines for assumed/predicted and solid lines for definition/evidenced relationships with an additional annotation to denote the level of evidence associated with the relationships. Measure concepts can also be annotated on evidenced relationships.

Measure concepts associated with cause/effect chains are developed into well-defined measures used to test
individual predictions and evaluate impact of the intervention(s) (personal communication, Woodcock T, Poors A, Huckvale K, et al, 2014). Evaluation of a programme theory is more comprehensive if there is a distribution of measures across the diagram, from process to outcome measures.30 31

**DISCUSSION**

The AEM provides a thorough specification of a method for articulating the programme theory of a QI initiative through a clear visual representation of cause/effect relationships between an improvement aim and potential interventions, with annotation of related evidence and measure concepts. As well as clearly identifying the components of programme theory expressed in an AED, links to other QI methods are also demonstrated.

The AEM is designed to act as a prospective guide for improvement teams as well as in support of evaluating the impact and the spread and sustainability of QI initiatives by moving away from individually held tacit knowledge.32 Getting a 'correct' theory prior to initiation is not the goal of the AEM; iterations of the diagram will occur throughout use of this method. As QI initiatives develop over time, the strength or weakness of the assumed cause/effect chains becomes apparent, as well as other factors that were not considered in the original programme theory.17 This iterative process of theorisation and evaluation helps explain the results of both positive and negative trials and can support both prospective process evaluation30 and ex-post hoc analysis.33 The AEM provides a platform for further research to explore what ‘good’ programme theory is and how it might enable the transfer of learning from one project (e.g. figure 3) to another project.

The need for programme theories and logic models is well articulated.6 17 34–39 However, there is little practical guidance available on how to construct good quality diagrams. The AEM adds to this through explicit articulation of the components of programme theory and their relationship to one another in diagrammatic form, something that other models often lack. Articulating complex concepts in a single diagram plays an important cognitive role in supporting readers to more readily access large amounts of information to support problem solving and inference-making.40 The AED differs from the ‘cause and effect diagram’ or the Ishikawa diagram outlined in QI literature8 as the cause/effect chains do not represent only potential problems inhibiting an improvement attempt, but more generally the hypothesised relationships between actions and the improvement aim, including those necessary for measurement and evaluation. The AEM builds on the key principles of driver diagrams, but with additional clarity regarding functions and purpose of different components of the diagram providing a more scientifically rigorous approach to the development and articulation of programme theory.41

This methodological specification will support further research to evaluate the benefits of using the AEM in practice.19

Our experience of developing programme theory diagrams reveals that the process of construction is as important as the resulting diagram in supporting the planning and delivery of improvement. When the construction process is well facilitated, it enables patients, academics and healthcare professionals to share and make sense of multiple sources of knowledge (including tacit knowledge) and evidence in a manner that minimises conflict, with the AED acting as a boundary object to aid communication between these groups.42

The agreement of a shared aim promotes greater engagement with a wide range of stakeholders and can promote patient-centred conversations. The diagram itself is a powerful communication tool, demonstrating the connection between strategic and political drivers of senior management with the actions and motivations of frontline staff.43 The AEM does not distinguish or limit scope to certain levels of change but encourages teams to be aware of and consider all relevant factors that can influence outcome, including those out of direct control of the QI team.

The engagement of diverse stakeholders in the articulation of programme theory is still a significant challenge and can be best addressed by expert and neutral facilitation throughout the process. Further research is necessary to assess the range of the social

---

**Table 2** Links to other improvement methodologies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model for improvement*</td>
<td>The AED visually represents answers to the first and third questions of the model for improvement. From right to left of the diagram, ‘What are we trying to accomplish?’ and from left to right, ‘What changes can we make that will result in an improvement?’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement for improvement*</td>
<td>A QI method in itself motivated by the second question of the model for improvement, measurement for improvement is also supported by the AED. The main aim, factors and interventions can all be linked to measure concepts. This supports teams to balance their measures for improvement across the causal chains.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan-do-study-act cycles*</td>
<td>Interventions identified through the AED should be tested using plan-do-study-act cycles, starting on a small scale with measurement supporting iterative learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process mapping</td>
<td>A high-level process map of patient care can give insight into some of the contributing factors, particularly if this approach is used to form the major contributing factors,* and more detailed mapping can yield important insights into barriers to implementation of interventions and implementation activities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*We reflect that there is some degree of subjectivity as to the factors given prominence in column 1 of the AED as logic alone could result in multiple arrangements of factors. AED, action effect diagram.
functions of the AEM, both through the use of the diagram as a boundary object and through the process of facilitating its creation.

CONCLUSIONS

The AEM gives structure to the identification and articulation of programme theory, an important step of QI initiative development. It provides a framework to guide execution and evaluation of an initiative, a focal point for other QI methods and a communication tool to engage stakeholders. A clear definition of what constitutes a well-articulated programme theory is provided to guide the use of the method and assessment of the fidelity of its application.
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